Answer Key Figurative Language
the following are the only examples of figurative language ... - answer key study guide figurative
language assessment 1 the following are the only examples of figurative language that will be assessed: 1.
simile—a simile compares two unlike things by using the words “like” or “as.” 2. figurative language test st. louis public schools - directions: choose the most appropriate type of figurative language used in the
sentences below. 8. the rain falls like the sun, rising upon the mountains. a. metaphor b. hyperbole c. idiom d.
simile 9. the fly buzzed past us. a. personification b. simile c. onomatopoeia d. alliteration underline
figurative language - teach-nology - underline figurative language – answer key figurative language uses
images and comparisons to describe something or make the meaning of something clearer. an example of
figurative language is the phrase “he drove as quick as lightning.” this means that he drove very quickly. it
does not mean that he was literally as quick as lightning. name: figurative language worksheet 1 - name:
_____ figurative language worksheet 1 directions: read the lines of poetry. slashes represent line breaks. figure
out which technique is being used: simile, metaphor, hyperbole, or personification. in the boxes, explain how
you figured out your answer. it is possible that more than one technique is being used. figurative anguage
matching aswe ke - flocabulary - ame _____ date _____ match each example to the literary device it uses.
some examples may use more than one device. figurative language - tlsbooks - underline the figurative
language in each sentence. ... figurative languagea nswer key item 4137. figurative language . answer key
notes . the following sentences are given as examples only. there may be a variety of ways to rewrite many of
the sentences and still stay within the assignment identifying figurative language – worksheet 1 identifying figurative language – worksheet 1 carefully read the lines of poetry below. note that the slashes (/)
represent line breaks. determine which technique is being used: simile, metaphor, hyperbole or
personification. then, explain your answer. it may be possible for more than one technique to be used. 1.
enrichment strategy: identifying and giving examples ... - enrichment strategy: identifying and giving
examples “teacher, may i?” figurative language this offline enrichment strategy helps students practice
identifying and giving examples of different forms of figurative language. this activity is best completed after
students have had a ... figurative language answer key example type the test was ...
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